Errata

James M. Alexander, IV brought to our attention several errors reproduced in his article entitled “Cultural Competence for Substance Abuse Prevention and Treatment Professionals: A Review of the CSAP Cultural Competence Series” which appeared in the Fall, 1997 edition of the High Plains Applied Anthropologist on pages 195-197. The following author-suggested corrections, additions, and deletions are accepted, and the journal is providing a corrected copy to the author. Please contact the author for corrected reprints. The journal regrets these errors.

Page 195:
Paragraph one: “on going” should read “ongoing”. One space added after “Volumes 2,“

Paragraph three: “Forward” should read “Foreword” in all cases. “service-agency” should read "service agency"

Paragraph four: “Fore” should read “For”; “provides” should read “provided”; after “forum for” delete spaces to end of line; “experience” should read “experiences”

Page 196:
Paragraph one: after “literacy,” add one space

Paragraph two: Add comma after “chapters” Add comma after “individual”

Paragraph three:
Change “Experience” to “Experiences”

Paragraph four: Change “BKD222” to read “BK222”

Notes
Note 3: Change “Publication” to “Publications”. Change “designation” to designations”

Note 6. Insert line space after note.

References


Orlandi (1992): Change “22” to read “22.”


Philleo: Change “Competency” to Competence”

Szapocznik: Change “Competency” to read “Competence”

Other suggested corrections were found to be inconsistent with guidelines in the Chicago Manual of Style, 14th edition, which this journal uses. Post-publication additions or deletions not included in the original submission are not considered to be errata.